TILLAMOOK COUNTY
N.W. 23
SEC. 15 1/4
COR. 22/23
S. E. 15

HISTORICAL: GLO T3N R10W P9 21 & 1873
Book 2
Page 113

CONDITION
FOUND:
FD ROTTEN STUMP
126" SPRUCE N 87° E 15 LKS GLO P9 21
GONE
4" V. MAPLE S 13° W 23 LKS GLO P9 21
GONE
16" HEMLOCK N 53° W 43 LKS GLO P9 21
FD NEW 40" STUMP SABRATED
24" SPRUCE N 37° W 21 1/2 FT BK 2 P9 113
GONE
12" HEMLOCK S 40° W 77 1/2 FT BK 2 P9 113

COMMENTS:

REWITNESS

1 SET 2" IRON PIPE WITH 3" BRASS CAP IN 10" TILE & CEMENT
FROM FOUND PI THOMPSON BT. BOOK 2 PAGE 113
84" Hat Section NORTH 12 FEET

NEW BEARING TREES

DISTANCES TO FACE SCRIEBED
40" SPRUCE S 15° E 62 2/3 FT 523 BT CS
36" HEMLOCK S 64° W 36 10 FT 522 BT CS
20" HEMLOCK N 19° E 46 1/8 FT 515 BT CS
10" HEMLOCK N 34° W 29 00 FT 514 BT CS

COMMENTS: THIS CORNER IS LOCATED 1100 F S OF A
LOGGING ROAD IN AN OLD CUTTING CORNER. A FENCE RUNS EAST FROM THE
ORIGINAL 126" STUMP 10' EAST OF THE CORNER. ALSO 500' N OF ANOTHER LOGGING ROAD

IN THE PRESENCE OF: GALE ARTHUR & DAN McHUTT

DATE: 2-77
PHOTO#: NWO-8 10-93

* = County corner tag affixed.